
 

 

Youth Exchange 

Greece, France, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Hungary 

24 August-02 September 2022, Hajdúböszörmény, 

Hungary 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 One of the main priorities for the European Union and Erasmus+ program is the 

youngsters’ entry and them remain in the labor market and their future employment 

pathways. The major difference between nowadays and ten years ago is the rise of the 

social media technologies, which allows the development of innovative ways and form to 

create our own brand. The project titled “Me, Myself & I” aims to develop this type 

of digital and practical skill. 

 

The project main goals are: 

- the conscious use of media to increase the employability of young people in the labor 

market or in setting up their own business; 

- self-brand - via offline and online media such as Facebook, Linkedin, blogs, websites, 

articles, photos, videos, creative resumes; 

- increasing intercultural competences so that young people can communicate more 

effectively with people from other cultures; 

- communication, teamwork, leadership development, tools and techniques for self-

development; 

- development of skills that contribute to career guidance and the development of an 

individual career path. 

Program activities will include workshops, lectures, situational games, factory visits, 

creating creative CVs, roundtable discussions, watching motivational videos. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

We plan to include young people from different cultural backgrounds who are 

disadvantaged because of their social or geographical discrimination. Of course, we do not 

only expect disadvantaged participants for our project. Our exchange program is 

intended primarily for young people who are still in the process of choosing a career, 

and for participants who have already completed their studies but haven’t been 

successful in their job search so far. 

Every partner organization will do the selection procedure by them. We are giving you 

the possibility to find the best participants for this exchange. But if you need any help 

or if you want to know our selection process just write to us. 

 

 

Participants profiles 

 

 - Young people with fewer opportunities between the age of  

 18 and 30 (5 participant + 1 team leader-no age limit); 

 - Motivated to participate in an international project; 

 - Open to other cultures and new knowledge; 

 - Interest and commitment to attend the full duration of the exchange;  

 - Participants from: Greece, France, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Hungary 
 

Financial Condition/Travel Cost 

The Youth Exchange will be implemented in the frame of the Erasmus+ Programme: 

 

- Accommodation and food will be covered fully by the organizer. 

- Travel expenses will be reimbursed according to Erasmus+ rules as follow:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Country Travel cost limit, that we can 

reimburse 

Greece 275 euro/person 

France 275 euro/person 

Bulgaria 275 euro/person 

Lithuania 275 euro/person 

 
 

- Proof of all the travel expenses you wish to reclaim: No payment will be made 

without a proof of your expenses! If you come by plane, please be sure to bring 

evidence of the sum actually paid (invoice in a name of the coordinating 

organisation, copy of credit card slip), a copy of the ticket and your boarding 

passes, or in the case of an email booking, a print out of the reservation 

confirmation and financial transaction. DO KEEP ALL FLIGHT/TRAIN/BUS 

TICKETS, BOARDING CARDS, INVOICES ETC WITH YOU AND DO NOT THROW 

THEM AWAY!!!  

 

- Other Expenses: All other expenses during the activity, such as board, lodging and 

transportation, will be borne by the organizers. However, all participants’ personal 

costs (like telephone calls, gifts and souvenirs, etc.) and/or any other cost not 

linked to programe’s events have to be covered by the participants and will be 

settled directly by them.  

 

 

 

IMPORTANT!!!  

 

After buying travel ticket please ask the invoices for OUR ASSOCIATION’S name and 

address and save them. 

INVOICE in Hungarian is SZÁMLA (pronunciation: SAAMLA) 

So please remember: SZÁMLA and TICKET is the key during your whole travel! 

Please keep in mind that we cannot refund expenses if we do not receive the required 

documentation since we would not be repaid by the NA. 



 

 

 

Datas for travel invoices  

Name of the organization: FIRKA Ifjúsági Egyesület  

Adress: 4220 Hajdúböszörmény, Bocskai István tér 4. 

VAT Number: 18738717-1-09 

 

Notes  

- Early arrivals or late departures will be the own responsibility of the participants. 

Please bear in mind that according to the guidelines of Erasmus+ program the 

travel back must be realized by participants on direct way within maximum of 2 

days. In case of longer stays or indirect travel (holiday travel, etc.) there is no 

chance of reimbursement.  

 

- Registration is final upon arrangement of the travel: Once selected to participate, 

you need to arrange your travel ASAP to reserve your seat in the Exchange. 

- Do not purchase any tickets without consulting with us. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Accomodation and Food in Hajdúböszörmény, Hungary 

The location of our project is „Fürdőkert” Youth Hostel in Hajdúböszörmény. 

Website about the hostel:  

 

http://www.furdokert.hu/  

Organizers will provide participants with accommodation (participants will share rooms 3 

bed rooms) 3 meals per day & 2 coffee breaks. Please, keep in mind, that the provided 

food may different from the food you are used to have in your country, and, even in 

case of providing food for special groups, e.g. vegetarians, it may not fully meet your 

http://www.furdokert.hu/


 

expectations. We strongly recommend participants to inform the organizers IN 

ADVANCE about any special needs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Hajdúböszörmény: https://hajduboszormeny.hu/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://hajduboszormeny.hu/


 

 

Currency  

The Hungarian currency is Forint, and 1 Euro is about 376 Forint. 

 

 

 

What to prepare   

 

 Read the ‘info pack’ carefully. If you have question (invoices, insurance) don’t 

hesitate to ask! 

 

 Plan your travel, inform us and book the tickets. Watch out for the limit of the 

travel costs. 

 

 Energizers for the mornings. 

 

 Prepare to introduce your country at the intercultural night.You can make a 

presentation, fun quiz, show videos, teach folk dance or song, bring food, drink. 

It’s up to you, be creative! The intercultural nights start form 21.00 till 23.00. 

Remember that every night has to countries to introduce, so please be gentle and 

give enough time for the other group. The camp has a kitchen and fridge but 

please, if you plan some cooking activity will be simple and just for the taste not 

for overeating. 

 

 Every country’s have to make a video about their labor market situation 

(collected data on the number, problems and lifestyles of local unemployed young 

people in their home countries, as well as the solutions they used to tackle the 

problem, supplemented by their own ideas), especially the youngsters, 15-20 min. 

You can do by .ppt, video, Prezi.com or any other way. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Also bring 

  

- Medicines – if you need them;  

- Camera, Laptop/tablet; 

- ID card; 

- Sun lotion; 

- Bring with you all original tickets, receipts and  

boarding passes of your travels as well as  

copies of your Identity Cards and Passports; 

- Warm and comfy clothes and shoes, swimming dress; 

- Insurance documents; 

- Your creativity and good mood . 
 

Communication 

 

Email: firka.hungary@gmail.com 

Phone: 

Kata Gyarmati-Riczu: +36-70-777-0909 

 

 

 

Keep in touch!   

 


